Located at: 1745 West Nursery Road
Linthicum, MD 21090

For information on booking group tours, rental events, membership or volunteering, please contact the museum:
(410) 765-0230
(410) 765-0240 FAX
E-mail address: hemuseum@verizon.net

Historical Electronics Museum
PO Box 1693, MS 4015
Baltimore, MD 21203
www.hem-usa.org
The Historical Electronics Museum displays breakthroughs in communications, radar, countermeasures, electro-optical, undersea, and space electronic technologies

Fundamentals Gallery
A visit to the museum will be a special treat for every member of the family. Children and adults alike will enjoy this gallery, where the basics of electricity and electronics are explained through interactive exhibits.

Communications Gallery
Learn about the history and future of electronic communication. The museum's amateur radio station, W3GR, displays and operates both vintage and modern communication systems.

Radar Galleries
These galleries show Maryland's rich history in electronics research, design and manufacturing. This collection ranges from WWII radar sets through modern radar systems.

Electronic Countermeasures Gallery
Visitors will see an extensive collection of jammers, receivers, transmitters and decoys used to detect and deceive the enemy forces.

Space Gallery
On display in the space gallery is one of only three Apollo TV cameras still in existence. This camera allowed the world to see man's historic first steps on the moon.

Also on Display
The museum also has exhibit galleries dedicated to Underwater and Electro-Optical Technologies.

Guided Tours
Group tours are available by appointment. Call 410 765-0230.

Museum Library
The library contains a unique collection of electronics-related reading material. It may be of special interest to the electronics enthusiast and researchers.

The library is open to the general public during the museum's regular hours and by appointment.